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About This Game

Did you know?

Our second game, Vigilantes, a crime themed turn based tactical RPG now has a Steam page. If you'd like to check it out, you
can find it here.

A Planet Under Siege

Mars is under siege, and the colonists are fighting a losing battle. Assume the role of Blake, a private security operative who
crash lands near the colony of Deadstone, following an outbreak on the Icarus space station. Care to guess who just landed the

job of sheriff?

To survive, you’ll need to use your combat expertise and lethal firepower to overcome an unrelenting enemy, but to win, you’ll
need a strategy. Every time an infected slips through your defensive net, a colonist dies. Can you save the colonists of

Deadstone?

Two Distinct Game Modes

Decide the fate of Deadstone’s colonists in the story driven, 50 mission Campaign, or find out just how long death can be
cheated in Survival Mode.
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Campaign

Deploy defences, choose your weapons and equipment, and get into the fight. Experience nerve wracking battles against the
insidious infected threat across 3 mission types: Patrol, Arena, and Colonist Rescue.

Survival

Jump right into the fight with Survival Mode. Build your character, select your load out, and fight it out for the highest score
until the bitter end. Death, however, does not spell defeat: it makes you stronger, gaining additional starting resources based on

performance.

Bring a Friend

Experience the Campaign and Survival Mode with a pal in local co-op. Note: A control pad is required for co-op play. The
Xbox 360 wired controller is officially supported, however most controllers should work.

Play Your Way

Develop the ultimate fighter with the unfortunately acronymed S.C.A.M. system, comprising 4 primary stats (Speed,
Constitution, Accuracy, Mechanics), 11 secondary stats, and 70 perks.

Face an Evolving Enemy

Confront 6 different enemies, including the soldier, commander, and the fearsome phase shambler. Contend with an enemy that
attacks under the cover of night and dust storm, and even burrows under the surface to ambush you.

Defensive Hardware

Deploy mines and 4 types of turret to create a defensive line. Upgrade your turrets’ stats, and research completely new abilities
for them, including the Kinetic Thumper, which releases recoil energy into a shockwave to push infected back.

Tools of the Trade

Spend your hard earned credits expanding your arsenal. Choose from 16 upgradable weapons from 4 classes: pistol, shotgun,
automatic, precision, and complement your selection with 6 equipment types, including flares, explosives, and armor.

Twin Tales

Experience two engaging stories, or play without if you’re just here for the action. Choose between a straight up survival
narrative and a tongue-in-cheek take on events.

Fight to Win

Compete on online leader boards for the top spot.
Casual to Hardcore: Deadstone has 6 difficulty settings, to accommodate varying levels of skill.
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dead stone pilots. deadstone cleft. dead stone definition. dead stone fish. dead stone mason. deadstone eric gadd. deadstone
band. deadstock meaning. death stone marvel. deadstone valley series 2. the dead stone. deadstone valley poundland. dead stone
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figures. deadstone valley website. www.deadstone valley.com. deadstone cleft map. dead stone gem. deadstone valley
interactive. deadstone valley. deadstone valley games. deadstone review. deadstone game. deadstone valley build a body. dead
stone movie. dead stone crab. motorhead dead stone. deadstone valley.com. deadstone valley characters. showdown in
deadstone. deadstone saloon

I got this game forever ago and I didn't hate it I got stuck on the last level as I didn't have enough money to have an arms war
with the enemies I fought so make sure you are careful with money, but the thing I love most about the game is the character
perspective because not being able to see into rooms that you arent in is a really appealing thing to look at and makes a nice
challenge. All in all remember that this is a cheap game with a massive diffculty spike a $3 story and pretty neat gameplay. So
go watch a video on it before you buy it and have a lovely day. ^+^. I'd like to preface this with the fact that I don't really
consider this a *bad* game, as I can see the potential.. but unfortunately steam doesn't allow Neutral reviews still

First off, this game is nowhere near as good length wise as the first game.. but I can tell that there's somewhat of a reason for
that, as I think the author has made it quite broad.. there are lots of different possibilities as to how your imported save can have
turned out, and if I'm correct, I believe it lets you play out all of them.. though it does at the start rejig your stats back to bases a
little sadly, and has changed a few things compared to the ending text of the first one

I believe that's partly why it's so short.. it lacks in length, but I suspect it has lots of breadth

If you're the type of person who played these games multiple times to try all different kind of endings, I think you will likely be
quite happy with this one, as it will let you continue on all of those adventures and see all the different paths

If you tend to prefer just playing through once or twice, I feel you might not be getting as much out of it unfortunately

While I did like it a little as a continuation, I did feel the writing wasn't quite as good as the first one, possibly just because of
the ambitious attempt at a fully branching story. I think the more tighter path of the first one worked more to their favour

All in all, I think it's a lot weaker than the first, which I truly enjoyed, but I wouldn't consider this was a vital addition to the
series. I was pretty satisfied with how the first game ended up. I'd say this is a very niche "buy" if you like these sorts of games.
It's part chose your own adventure story, and part "game" but the gameplay is the lesser of the two, by a large margin.

The story is great, the experience playing it can be fun, but once you get the basics (of the extremely basic) combat system, its a
slow boring grind. The idea is to have a progression tree based on replaying the game which is great, as your character with
different skills explores different parts of the story (slightly). Its also terrible, as you're stuck with dealing with the extremely
slow combat system again and again.

My suggestion would be to buy it if you like these sorts of games, and hope that the game gets more polished as time goes on.

*Combat is turn based, slow, and follows an *EXTREMELY* predictable set of actions\/moves. You have 3 bars, health,
stance, and stamina. Health is obviously important, and stance is critical to both defense and offense, and stamina is basically
useless as the Romans rotate their troops throughout the battle. You'd think this would mean your opponents would be worn
down over time, and you'd be right, except its so minor it basically doesn't matter. You also have no idea of how the overall
battle is going, and if you get rotated out of the line before you kill your opponent you get nothing. The game doesn't care if
you've knocked a guy down to 1 hp every time you rotate forward, the only thing which counts is kills.

So combat is basically this - you feint to lower your opponents stance, they do the same, and whenever someone is more than
~25 points below max stance they spam recover (with recovers your stance...). Sometimes you click attack. All of this is buried
under at least 1 menu. Seriously, its horrific, but the story is almost good enough to justify it.. anime tiddies 10\/10 dlc would
play tsunade again. I made a 3D potato! Looks nice, just what I needed for my potato project!. Terrible.... As others have said,
this is a complete rip off and should never have seen the light of day. Seems to be a re-skinned version of the game from a
decade ago, with some of the functionality taken out. The is no depth to it at all and I can't believe they weren't aware of the
game breaking bugs on release day. Steam needs to take action to protect consumers from scams like this.. It actually works fine
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in Rift but the bowling is crazy fast. Even a spinner is bowling it down almost faster than you can see. I play cricket for real and
i'm not a bad batsman but these deliveries are insanely fast. If they just slowed it down a bit it could be a really good game.
Some graphics settings would be nice too.

*update* I just want to add that I had a great session just now by going into the nets and changing the bowling settings to slow.
It's still too fast compared to real life slow bowling but suddenly I was playing actual cricket shots and the ball (when hit) was
reacting how it should. It felt great and like an actual training session. I then go back into the match\/challenges and the same
bowling type (slow) is crazy fast again, meduim bowling is insane and fast is just ridiculous. Is this speed a bug? Please Devs,
slow ALL the bowling down. This game is SO CLOSE to being brilliant but is basically unplayable in the normal modes due to
the crazy fast bowling.

Also, as other people have said, please can you change the facing angle to the angle that Steam VR says is forward. These two
simple change will make THE WORLD of DIFFERENCE they really will.
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tl;dr: What feels like an iPhone game for your computer.

Ps & Cs:
+ Cheap
- Looks like it was made in the engine they used 10 years ago
- Poorly written
- Very few actions logically follow each other
- 0% scary

Were this game not $5, I would definitely not give it a thumbs up. It's cheap, feels cheap, and were it not for the drinking, I'd
say the game feels like it was written for children. However, if you're desperate for a ghost story, you won't find 3 hours
cheaper.. The game has just been banned in my house for glorifying dogfighting, (I don't share the opinion, my mom is one of
those moral guardians) so I figure that now is a good time to give my overall thoughts.

First, I'd like to address the issues. For one, this game is rather unpolished, most notably in the Retro stages where I encountered
glitches with both myself and enemy dragons. In one instance I got stuck in a platform and needed to reset, another time my
sprite duplicated. As for the enemies, they suddenly teleported to different areas and their flight patterns were in broken loops.
But these issues seemed to be exclusive to Retro mode because thats the mode I played the most, and I didn't find any bad
glitches in the other modes.
Visually, the game could use a touch up as well. I like the attempt at making it look like an older, pixelly game, but the scenery
is rather bland, as well as the dragon models.

As for the gameplay, it was reassuringly responsive, and the enemy hitboxes are clear. It's got a good blend of difficulty, which,
obviously, is a must in video games.

Overall, despite the setbacks, I enjoyed this game. Nothing spectactular but it did hold my attention as a time-passer. I'll give it a
3.5\/5, and I hope it improves steadily in the future.. This game killed me.
I am now dead.. Need lot of update very bug but look like fun. This is what you'll get:
9 characters, 11 wallpapers in total. Calypso's 1st and 2nd outfit are identical.
Official guide (it's done allright).
Savefile with gold.
Scenes (only 2 wallpapers).
10 extra wallpapers.

It's good stuff but too expensive even for 3 Euro, not to mention the full price of ''DLC'' when not on discount. Simple google
search can give you all this stuff eventually, after release of the game and for free.
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